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Reflexivity and Coalgebras of Finite Type 
ROBERT G. HEYNEMAN 
AND 
Tn this papes we study various finiteness conditions on a coalgebra C and 
the dual algebra C* of all linear functionals on C. C is a ru$~k~ coalgebra if 
every finite dirne~jon~ C*-module is rational; e~u~vale~tI~, ever>- “con- 
tinuous” linear functional on C* (i.e., every functional which vanishes on an 
ideal of C* having finite codimension) is induced by an element of C. IJsing 
topological considerations introduced in Section 1 together tx-ith a mx2- 
commutative counterpart of the Hilbert “basis” theorem we show in Sec- 
tion 3 that a coalgebra C is reflexive if the algebra C* contains a dense 
subalgebra which is finitely generated. In particular w-e show that the cofree 
coaIgebra I(r’)% the shuffle coalgebra Sh(F) and the ~‘Bir~hoff-~~itt~~ 
coalgebra of divided powers B(V), are all reAexive coalgebras II-hen F is a 
finite dimensional vector space. Since any connected coalgebra C may be 
imbedded in the shufXe coalgebra Sh( F) (where si is the space of primitive 
elements of C), it then follows that a connected coalgebra C is reflexive if and 
on& if the space of primitive elements of C is finite dimensional. This 
condition simpiy means that C is of “‘finite type” in the foIlowing sense. 
Let C, be the sum of the simple subcoalgebras of a coalgebra C and define 
indu~t~~e~~- an increasing coalgebm filtration bq’ 
c is said of finite type when c, = CO A CO is finite dimensional. iye shw7 
that a coalgebra of finite type is reflexive and all C, are finite disnensionai. 
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Conversely if the bottom term C, of the filtration is finite dimensional (e.g. 
C irreducible) and C is reflexive, then C is of finite type. More generally we 
show that any reflexive coalgebra is locally of finite type. In particular if Air 
and N are finite dimensional subspaces of a reflexive coalgebra then IL2 A N 
is finite dimensional. (In the commutative case we show conversely that C is 
reflexive if every irreducible subcoalgebra of C is of finite type and C,, is 
reflexive.) 
The extent to which the bottom two terms C, and C, give information 
about C itself, is a recurrent minor theme. For example the reflexivity (resp. 
pointedness) of C, is equivalent to the rationality (resp. one dimensionality) 
of every finite dimensional irreducible C*-module. We indicate in 3.7 why 
we may confidently expect that C, will be reflexive for any concrete coalgebra 
(over an infinite field). If C is commutative (or C,, is finite dimensional) the 
reflexivity of C, implies that of C itself. 
In Section 2 we give a number of results we will need concerning the 
above coalgebra filtration and the ‘wedging’ of subcoalgebras. In particular in 
2.4 we introduce a technique for reducing to the connected case on which 
several of our later results depend. As an example we show by reducing to 
the connected case (where the result is well known) that a coalgebra map 
f: C --f C’ is injective iffrestricted to C, is injective. 
In Section 4 we use the local finiteness property of reflexive coalgebras 
to show that every closed cofinite ideal in the dual algebra contains a dense 
ideal which is finitely generated as a two-sided ideal. This result is applied in 
Section 5 to show that a commutative coalgebra C is reflexive if and only if 
every cofinite ideal of C* is finitely generated. Finally it is shown in Section 5 
that a commutative coalgebra is of finite type if and only if the dual algebra is 
noetherian. 
As to nomenclature we have taken the liberty of dropping the prefix “co” 
ad libitum. Thus we do not speak of co-commutative, co-connected, or 
co-semi-simple coalgebras but of commutative, connected or semi-simpleones. 
Of course in the context of bialgebras, it would be necessary to make a 
distinction, for example, between commutative and co-commutative 
bialgebras but for us this problem does not arise. 
When the work on this paper was complete, we received from E. Taft a 
preprint of his paper [6] in which he independently considers the same concept 
of reflexivity. His paper seems to have little overlap with ours. 
1.1. Algebraic Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper A will denote an algebra over a field k. 
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A subspace W of a vector space V is called cojkite in F, or simply cofinite, 
when the quotient space V/W is finite dimensional. 
! .1.1. LEMMA. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. 
(aj If I is a two-sided ideal of A which is Jinitely generated as a left ideal 
then Wi is a j%itely generated submodule of &I. 
(b) Jf L is a cofinite subspace of A, then LM is cojkite in _?I. 
F’roqf. (a) If I = C Aai and nl = C Ati+ then EM = C 1-4~~ -= 
z Ina$ = C &4aimj a 
(b) Is 6.1.1 in [5] or 1.3.X in [2]. 
1.1.2. COROLLARY. Let I be a two-sided ideal of A. 
(a) If I is $nitely generated as a left ideal, then I” is Jinitel$ generated as a 
left ideal fbr all n. 
(b) IJ I is cojinite and is jinitely generated as a two-sided ideal, then P is 
coj?nite ,for all 11. 
ProoJ (a) is clear by induction from part (a) of the lemma. 
(b) Assume inductively that I” is cofinite in A. Let A”P denote the algebra 
A with twisted (reversed) multiplication. Then K = 1” @ AOP + A @ (P)op 
is cofinite in 9” = 9 @ A”P. Since I is a finitely generated [left) AC-module 
we conclude by part (b) of the lemma that K . I = 6”+l is cofinite in 1. Thus 
PT1 is cofinite in A. 
We shall also need the following. 
1.1.X LERIMA. Let A be a co$nite subalgebra of B. If I is a coJnite ideal of -4, 
then there is a cofinite ideal K of B such that K is contained in I. 
Proof. I is a cofinite A-submodule of B. Then M = B/I is a finite 
dimensional A-module. Let I’ = {a E A 1 aA = 0). Then I’ is cofkite in A 
so that I’B is a cofinite right ideal of B. Thus K = jb E B 1 (BII’Bjb = 0) 
is a cofinite ideal of B. Clearly K C I’B C I. a 
Let M be an A-module. Al is almost noetherian if every cofinite submodule 
of Al is finitely generated. Note that any quotient of an almost noetherian 
module is almost noetherian and that if 0 -t M’ - M ---f M“ -+ 0 is an 
exact sequence where Al, and M” are almost noetherian then M is almost 
noetherian. 
An algebra -4 is Zeft almost noetherian if A is almost noetherian as a left 
A-module, i.e., every cofinite left ideal of -4 is finitely generated. d is an 
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almost noetherian algebra if ;4 is both left and right almost noetherian. If d 
is left almost noetherian it follows from the previous discussion that 4’2 is 
a left almost noetherian A-module. Thus 
1.1.4. If B is left almost noetherian, then any finitely generated left 
A-module is almost noetherian. From 1.1.4 one deduces easily: 
1.15 If r: -4 --f B is an algebra map such that B is a finitely generated 
A-module, then A (left) almost noetherian implies B (left) almost noetherian. 
In particular a quotient of a (left) almost noetherian algebra is again (left) 
almost noetherian. 
1.1.6. If A is a cofinite subalgebra of an algebra B, then 4 is a (left) 
almost noetherian algebra if and only if B is a (left) almost noetherian algebra. 
[The forward implication follows from 1.1.5; the reverse implication from 
1.1.3.1 
1.1.7. If d, and Aa are each (left) almost noetherian algebras then A, x 8, 
and il, @ A, are each (left) almost noetherian algebras. 
[If I is a cofinite ideal in A, x 4, (respectively, 8, @ -4s) then I contains 
I1 x 1a (respectively, -4, @ 1s + I1 @ AZ) where Ii (i = 1, 2) is a cofinite 
ideal in Ai .] 
1.1.8. An algebra -4 is left almost noetherian if and only if every cofinite 
maximal two-sided ideal is finitely generated as a left ideal. 
Proof. Since any cofinite left ideal contains a cofinite two-sided ideal, 
it suffices to show that if every cofinite maximal two-sided ideal is finitely 
generated as a left ideal, then the same is true for every cofinite two-sided 
ideal. If Mi ,..., M,. are the maximal two-sided ideals which contain the 
cofinite two-sided ideal I and K = Ml n ... n M,, then K/I is the Jacobson 
radical of ,4/r so that K” C I for some n. Letting K, - Ml . ll& ... nl,. , 
we have K,, C K and so K,” C 1. By 1.1.1, K, is cofinite and finitely generated 
as a left ideal; therefore by 1.1.2 K,,” is also cofinite and finitely generated as 
a left ideal. Thus I is finitely generated as a left ideal. I 
The following result, a noncommutative counterpart of the Hilbert basis 
theorem, will be of importance for us. 
1.1.9 PROPOSITION. Let 9 be a jinitely generated algebra. Then A is an 
almost noetherian algebra. 
Pyoof. Let L be a cofinite left ideal of A. Choose a finite dimensional 
subspace F of A such that L + F = -4 and such that F generates the algebra 
A, Let Fn be the subspace of A spanned by elements of the form fifa *.. f, 
where each fi EF and let W = (F2 + F) n L. Clearly K = A . W is a 
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finitely generated left ideal which is contained in L. Thus to prove the 
proposition it suBices to show that K has finite codimension in -4. We will in 
fact show that K + F = A. 
Since F generates the algebra A, to do this we need only show that F!’ is 
contained in R + F for each n. 
Thecasen ==2:SinceL+F=--ir2,iff,,f,~Pthenf,f,= E+fwheretEL, 
f E F. Thus 
so thatf,f2 =l+fE:H 7 + F C K + F and so F” C K + F. P’bell .Fn+l = 
F.F”CF.(K+F)CK+F*CK+F by induction. 
1.2. Topological Preliminaries 
Let I* be a vector space. We will regard the dual space E’” of al1 linear 
functionals on T/ as a topological vector space with the weak-* topology; 
that is, $‘* is given the least fine topology such that the vectors of F’ induce 
continuous ftmctionals (where we regard Tr as embedded in L‘** and give 
the discrete topology to the scalars k). The closed (respectively open) linear 
subspaces of Jr* are then the annihilators WA of arbitrary (respectively, 
finite-dimensional) subspaces W of T7. If I is a subspace of T,‘* we let 1’ 
denote the annihilator of I in Y rather than in V* * unless specifically indicated 
otherwise. Thus for example IL = 0 simply means that I is dense in Pr*. The 
topology we have described makes C’* . mto a linearly compact space. We recall 
briefly some of its relevant features. (Note: throughout this paper we let (I) 
denote the closure of I in the topology on ,‘*) 
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(e) rr is continuous and “linearly closed”; more precisely ;f Wi is a s&pace 
of Ji (i = 1, 2) thelz 
n-y w,q = f ( w,y- and ?r( ncz’) = f -‘( way. 
(f) If I2 is a subspace of V,* then Z-((I&) = <+J). 
(g) If ker f is jkite dimensional and I1 is a subspace of V,$ then I1 is closed 
if (and only ;f) +(I,) is closed. 
Proof. (sketch) 
(a) Standard, and has (b) as an easy consequence. 
(c) Results from the fact that if JV1 and W> are subspaces of I,’ then 
(JVr r\ Ws)” = JV,l + JJ’a’ (take JV1 = 1L and JVa = K”-). 
(d) Follows from (a) and (c) and the equality I = K + F, where F is a 
finite dimensional subspace of V*. 
(e) Well known and easily gives (f). 
(g) ++( V,*)) = n-( I/,*) is cofinite in V,* by (e) and the assumption. 
Thus Kr = T++(Q) is cofinite in Jr . Moreover ~~(1~) is closed by assump- 
tion so that K1 is closed by (e). Hence I1 is closed by (d). I 
1.3. Coalgebras, Carnodules and Their Dual Spaces 
Let C be a coalgebra and let A = C* denote the dual algebra. If M is a 
left C-comodule with structure map w: Al -+ C @ PI, then A/I becomes a 
right A-module with structure map given by the composition 
where 7: c @ ??r. @ a t+ (c, a)nz (a E 8, c E C, m E M) is the contraction map. 
The right d-module structure on M induces as usual a left d-module 
structure on M* = Hom(M, K) where if a E A and p E M* then a . p E M* 
is defined by 
{a . p, nz> = (p, m . a> for all m E M. 
1.3.1. PROPOSITION. (a) Let I be a subspace of A and p E M*. Thefz (I * PC> = 
(0 . P 
(b) Finiteb generated A-submodules of Al* are closed. In particular (when 
M = C), a finitely generated left ideal of A is closed. 
Proof. (a) If p E M* define R,: d -+ M” by Ru(a) = a * /-c. A routine 
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calculation show that R, is the transpose of the map b-j: iv! -+ C defined as 
the composition 
If I is a subspace of A, we have by 1.2 (f) 
(I. /A) = <R,(I)> = ([y]*(I)) = [p]*((I)) = RJ(Ij) = (I) . p 
(b) follows at once from (a) since p E M* then A . p = /A ./A) is closed. 1 
1.3.2. COROLLARY. JI is an ar.tinian A-module (equivalently M satisjies the 
descending clzain condition on subcomodules) if and only if lU* is a noetherian 
A-module. In particular if M is an artinian A-module, thea every A-submodule 
of&l* is closed. 
Proof. If M is an artinian A-module then clearly M* satisfies the ascending 
chain condition on closed submodules. In particular by 1.3.1 (b), .M* satisfies 
the ACC on all finitely generated A-submodules and therefore on all sub- 
modules. The converse is immediate. 
1.3.3. PROPOSITION. Ijc B is a de?zse subalgebra of A and F is a JL;nitely 
generated B submodule of M* therl 
(a) <F) is a finitely generated A-submodule of .M* and (3') = A *F. 
(b) If I is an ideal of B which is cofnite in B or more generally such that 
<I) is cojinite in A, then iIF) is cojinite in (F>. 
Proof. (a) Let F = Bp, $ ..- + Bp, where each ,ui E 11/I*. Then by 
1.2 (c) and the previous proposition me have 
<E’> = (<B/Q + ... + (Bpn) = dfi +- ... + Ap., = A .F. 
(b) If I is cofinite in B, it follows from 1.2 jd) that (I> is co&rite in A. 
By part (a) and Lemma 1.1.1 vve conclude that (I) . (F> is cofinite in (Fj. But 
<I\ . <F) = (I)(Apl + . . . + -4pn) =L (I)pl + ... f (I>/& 
= (I& + .-. + IpJ = (1. F) by 1.3.1 (a). 
1.3.4. EXAMPLE. Let C be a coalgebra and let Co” denote the coalgebra C 
with twisted (opposite) comultiplication. If A = C”, then A”p = (Co>>*. 
Let 
v? = C” = c @ cop, 
A” = A @ A”p, 
Jg = g*. 
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It is clear how C becomes a left C-comodule and a right C-comodule and 
that the two comodule actions commute (C is a C - C bi-comodule). Thus C 
becomes a left %?-comoduIe and this action induces (as indicated above) a 
right &‘-module action on C and a left d-module action on 9 = C*. Note 
that 8” is a dense sub~gebra of &. accordingly if f E A we have by 1.3.1 (a) 
df = (A” . f j = (@A,. 
Moreover, for an ideal I of ,4 to be finitely generated as a two-sided ideal 
simple means that I is a finitely generated left A”-submodule of A. By 1.3.3 
this implies that (r) is a finitely generated &‘-module and &J = (I}. 
Since finitely generated &-submodules of A are closed we conchzde: 
1.3.5. The finitely generated left &-submodules of A are precisely the 
closed two-sided ideals of A which contain dense ideals which are finitely 
generated as two-sided ideals. 
1.3.6. PROPOSITION. Let I be a jnitely generated two-sided ideal of A 
such that (I) is coj%te. Then (In> is cojnite for all n. 
Proof. We use induction on n. Let K = P and assume that (K> is 
co&-&e in A. If we let K” =- A @ K”P + K @ _401i then KG is an ideal in A” 
with the property that (Ke)L = x” (7~ K1 is finite-dimensional in $? = 
C @ Cop (we regard A” embedded in &’ - %‘*). Thus (.A?) is cofinite in d. 
Since I is a finitely generated A”-submodule of C* and A” is a dense sub- 
algebra of & we may appIy 1.3.3 to con&de that 
<PI> = <k’lT + .ZiY> is cofinite in (I). 
Thus (P-1) is cofinite in (I> and therefore also in A. I 
2 
2. I. Wedgiq and the CoradicaL’ ~~~tra~~~~ 
Let C be a coalgebra with coproduct A: C + C @ C and counit E: C -+ k. 
If WI and Wa are subspaces of C we follow chapter 9 of [S] in defining 
FV1 A FIT2 (or IV1 /\c Wz if we wish to emphasize the ambient coalgebra; 
cf., 2.3) 
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If D, and D, are subcoalgebras of C then D, A D, = (I, ~ I,)’ where 
I, = DiL (i = 1, 2) is an ideal in C*. Since the product of two ideals in C* 
is again an ideal which is contained in either factor, it follows that D, A D2 
is a subcoalgebra of C which contains D, and D, . 
If D is a subcoalgebra of C and n > 1, let AnD (or h,?lD) denote the sub- 
coalgebra D A D /\ ... A D (tz-times). Thus 
/‘,‘!D = (In)-‘- where I = DL. 
Finally for 72 > 0 define D(n) (or Dp”‘) by 
so that D(O) = D, 0’1) = D A D, etc. Note that DC;!) A DC(‘) = D(n+,il+l) and 
that D = DiOl C 0’1) C D(Z) . . . . Finally let 
We say that Dge~aerates C if C = Dcuc) (of course if C were a bialgebra, one 
would say that D cogenerated C). At the other extreme D is saturated it” 
D A D = D or equivalently DC=) = D. 
2.1.1. Remark. If D is any subcoalgebra of C and -9 == DC%), then 9 
is a saturated subcoalgebra. For if c E 9 A 9 then 4c E D(“) $2 C -t C ‘3 D(‘l) L 
for some TZ so that c E D(Tl) A ZYihl = Dcen+lr C 9-. 
2.1.2. LEMhIA. If D is a subcoalgebr-a of C which generates C theu D- i.s 
contained in the Jacobson radical J of the dual algebra C”. 
Proof. We base the proof on the following elementary observation: if 
D, C D, C ... C D, C ... are subcoalgebras of C such that U D, = C and if 
?rn: C” -D,* is the natural restriction map, then f E C* is invertible in C* 
if (and only if) ‘rr,( f ) is invertible in D,* for ail 12. 
Let 1 =: DL. Then (I’ntl, D(“)j == 0. Since I is an ideal of P, to sh.ow 
That I is contained in J it suffices to prove that J E I implies E - f is invertible 
in C*. But sincefn+l EP+~ vanishes on D(‘!), it is clear that c -f is invertible 
in D,* with inverse E + f + f 2 + ... + f ji. It follows by the observation 
above that E - f is invertible in C*. 
If C is a coalgebra, we let Co denote the sum (necessa.rily direct) of the 
simple subcoalgebras of C. Recall that every simple subcoaIgebra of C is 
finite dimensional and that every subcoalgebra of C contains simple sub- 
coalgebras. C is called a semi-simple coalgebra if C = C, . 
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For any coalgebra C define 
Cl = c”’ = c 0 0 A c 0 and ~ c = f$) = A”flC 0’ 
Note that C, A C, = C,,,, . 
2.1.3. LEMMA. If D is an n-dimensional coalgebra then D = D,, . Thus 
if D is an n-dimensiolzal subcoalgebra of C then D C C,, , 
Proof. If J is the radical of D” then J is the intersection of the maximal 
two-sided ideals of D* so that J = Do l. Since J is nilpotent, it is clear that 
J” = 0. Thus 
D = OL = (J”)‘- = AnD, = D,-, . 
2.1.4. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebra and let J be the Jacobson radical 
of the algebra C*. Then 
(4 J = Co5 ill particular J is a closed ideal of C”. 
(b) A subcoalgebra D generates C if and only if D contains C, . 
Proof. (a) If s E C then x lies in some finite-dimensional subcoalgebra 
so that s E C, for some n by the previous lemma. Thus Co generates C so that 
Co1 is contained in J by 2.1.2. On the other hand Co-!-, being the intersection 
of certain (closed) maximal cofinite two-sided ideals, must contain J. Thus 
c,J- -= J. 
(b) We have just seen in part (a) that Co generates C. Conversely if D 
generates C, then DL is contained in J by 2.1.2 so that D contains Co = Jl. 1 
2.1.5. COROLLARY. C, = AntTo = (jn+l)l. 
2.2. Some Dejnitions 
C is ofjnite type if C, is finite-dimensional. 
C is almost comzected if Co is finite-dimensional. 
C is irreducible if Co is simple. 
C is connected if Co is one-dimensional. 
C is locally finite if W A W is finite-dimensional whenever I&’ and Iv’ are 
both finite-dimensional subspaces of C. 
Remark 1. Clearly connected + irreducible 3 almost connected and almost 
connected plus locally Jinite * Jinite type. 
Note that con?zected is called ‘pointed irreducible’ in [5] but is consistent with 
the terminology of [2]. 
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Remark 2. C is locally finite if D(l) = D A D is finite-dimensional 
whenever D is a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of C (then of course D(;i’ 
is finite-dimensional for all n). This is because every finite-dimensional. 
subspace of C can be embedded in a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra. 
Remark 3. If D is an irreducible subcoalgebra of C, then D(=J, the sub- 
coalgebra generated by D, is saturated by 2.1.1. It is easy to see (cf. 11.0.8 
of [5]) that DIE) is irreducible and if E is any other irreducible subcoalgebra 
containing D, then E is contained in Dtcc). Thus Dx) is the irreducible 
“component” of C which contains D. 
EXAMPLE I. If C is semi-simple (C = C’s) then C is locally finite. In fact 
if D is any subcoalgebra of C then D = D A D so that D is saturated. 
EXAMPLE 2. At the other estreme, if F- is a vector space let C, denote the 
connected coalgebra k * 1 @ P-where A 1 = 1 @ 1 and dv = 2’ 8 1 + 1 @ z’ 
for all z’ E F. If C = C, then C, = k . 1 and C, = C, A C, = C so that C,, 
is locally finite if and only if 5’ is finite-dimensional. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let C = ILao C(n) be a graded coalgebra. Then C, is 
contained in C(0) by 11.1.1 of [5] so that C is connected (respectively almost 
connected) if C(0) is l-dimensional (respectively, finite-dimensional). C is 
strictly graded if C(0) is l-dimensional and every primitive element (,4x = 
N @ 1 + 1 0 x) lies in C(1). In this case C, = x.,” C(k) (112.1 of [j]) so 
that C is then of finite type if and only if C( 1) is finite-dimensional. 
2.3 
2.3.1. LEMMA. Let WI and IV2 be subspaces of a coalgebra C and let D be 
a subcoalgebra of C. Then 
(II;; A= IV& n D = (it; n D) A~ (ri; n 0). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the identity 
(It-, @ C + C @ H;) n (D @ D) = (WI n D) 6 D i D @ (Wz n D). 
Let Fi: C + C/H/‘, (; = 1, 2) be the natural projection and let fi: D --f C!nl, 
(i = 1,2) be the restriction of Fi to D. Then fr @fz is the restriction of 
Fl @ Fz to D @ D so the required identity reduces to the fact that 
ker(fr @fJ = (kerfr) @ D + D @ (kerf,). 
We can now state a number of easy corollaries. 
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2.3.2. If C is locally finite and D is a subcoalgebra of C, then 23 is locally 
finite. 
2.3.3. If 2) and 9 are subcoalgebras of C, then I)g) n 53 = f2l n B)$’ 
for all a. 
23.4. If D, D’, 9 are subcoalgebras of C where D h D' C Q then 
DA~D'=DA~D'. 
2.3.5. If 9 is a saturated subcoalgebra of C which contains 11% and K, then 
I?; A~ IF2 = SVr ~9 FV2 , in particular if D is any subcoalgebra contained 
in 9 then DF’ = Dg’. 
2.3.6. If D is any subcoalgebra of C and @ = Dfm) then Dp' '= D$). 
2.3.7. If D is a subcoalgebra of C then I), = C, n D for a11 n. 
2.3.8. If C is connected (respectively almost connected or a finite type) 
then any subcoalgebra of C is also connected (respectively almost connected 
or of finite type). 
Proof. 2.3.6 follows from 2.3.5 and the fact established in 2.1.1 that D(Q 
is a saturated subcoalgebra. 
As to 2.3.7 the case n = 0 is 9.0.1 of [S]. It follows that 
Cn n D = Ck' n D = (C,, n D$) by 2.3.3, 
= D, from the case pt = 0. I 
Let f: C --f C’ be a coalgebra map and let W1 , J& be subspaces of C. 
By 9.1.3 of [5] we have 
so thatf(P)) Cf(D)(“) for any subcoalgebra D of C. 
2.3.9. In the event thatfis subjective we may conclude thatf(Co) generates 
C’ so thatf(C,) 1 C,’ by 2.1.4. In particular if C is connected (respectively, 
almost connected) then C’ is connected (respectively, almost connected). 
Finally, we mention the fact (9.1.4 in ES]) that if C, is commutative, then 
f(C,) C C,,’ (and so, by the above, f(C,) C C,’ for all ~1). For by duality it 
suffices to check that a subalgebra of a finite-dimensional commutative simple 
algebra is again simple. Since a finite-dimensional commutative algebra is 
simpIe if and only if it has no zero divisor, this is clear. 
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23.10. L-mm. Let f: C + C’ be a surjectizle coalgebra map and let 14; , 
W, be subspaces of C such that kerf C lF, n IF2 . Thex 
f( WI A We) = f( iI>) A f( n-2). 
Proof. Define fi: C/Wi --f C’/f(WJ for i = 1, 2 as the maps induced 
from J by passage to quotients. The conditions imposed on 3’ imply that jI 
andf, are bijective so that fi @ f2 is bijective. 
Now define a and p as the composition maps: 
CL: c ---f c @ c --+ C/TV1 @ C/W~ = c 
$6: C’ -+ C’ @I C’ - C’/f(Wl) @I C’/f(WJ = C’. 
From the commutative diagram 
and the fact that ji @ fS is injective we conclude that 
f(Wl) A~(WJ = kerp =f(ker a> =f(H; A IF?& I 
2.3.11. COROLLARY. Let f : C + C’ be a surjective coalgebva map and let D 
be a subcoalgebra of C such that D 3 ker f. Then 
f (D(“)) = f (D)(n) fop all n. 
2.3.12. PROPOSITION. If D is a subcoalgebra of C and 52 is a subcoalgebra of 
$9 then 
Proof. Let I = DL in A = C* and 4 = gL in & = ‘5:“. Then 
A @ 4 + I @ .& is contained in the annihilator of D @ 9 so that 
= (D(n) @ $@n)) n h (DC”-1) @ q + C @ gZrin--6)), 
I;=1 
= Ln 
DC+-) @ L@) (see 9.1.5 of [j]). 
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Conversely, by 9.2.1 [5] we have 
so that 
D(T) @ &2(S) c (II @ s?)(T+s), 
c D(r) @ 9s) c (D @ s@)(‘E). I 
r+s=n 
2.3.13. If C and C’ are coalgebras then (C @ C’), C CO @ Cc,’ and 
(C @ C’), C xr+sx-n C, @ C,‘; if k is a perfect field, then 
(CO C), = c c, @ c,‘. 
r-t-s=n 
Proof. Since CO generates C and C,,’ generates C’, it follows by 2.3.12 
that CO @ C,,’ generates C @ C’. We conclude by 2.1.4 that CO @ C,,’ 
contains (C @ C’), . 
If we let R = (C @ cl), , we have 
(C @ C’), = R& C (CO 0 C,,‘)&r . 
So the containment stated is a consequence of 2.3.12. 
If C,, @ CO’ = (C @ C’), then by 2.3.12 the containment relation is 
replaced by an equality. Thus we are left to check that C, @ C,,’ = (C @ C’), 
when k is perfect. But in this case, it suffices by duality to observe that the 
tensor product of two finite-dimensional simple algebras is semi-simple. I 
2.3.14. COROLLARY. If C alld C’ are each either connected, almost 
connected, of$nite type, or IocallyJinite, thmz C @ C’ is too. 
2.4. The Associated Connected Coalgebra and Some Applicatiorls 
For any coalgebra C, let C+ = ker E. Then CO+ is a coideal of C and 
7~: C 4 C/C,,+ is a coalgebra map. Define 
R = R(C) = C/C,,+. 
2.4.1. PROPOSITION. R is a connected coalgebra and n(C,) = R,, . Irz 
particular if C is of j%ite type, then R is also of $nite type. 
Proof. r(C,,) > R,, by 2.3.9. Since r(C,,) is one-dimensional, it follows 
that R is connected and n(C,,) = R, . Next C,, contains the kernel of r so 
by 2.3.11 we have: 
n(C,) = T&P)) = T&‘,)(~) = Rk’ = RR, . I 
R(C) is called the connected coalgebra ‘associated’ with C and it will play 
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an important role in the sequel. It permits one to ‘lift’ results from the 
connected case as shown, for example, in the following two propositions. 
2.4.2. PROFOSITIO~. Let F: C -+ C’ be arzy coul~eb~~ map ad let f ~~~~~e 
the restriction of F to C, . If f : Cl + C’ is injective then F itself is izjective. 
Proqf. It suffices to prove that if N is a coidcal in a coalgebra C such that 
A7 n Cl- := 0 then -W = 0. 
If Z: C - R is the coalgebra map defined above, then +C1-) = R,+ 
(the ,;p rimitive” elements of the connected coaigebra A). Since ker ‘in is 
contained in Cl+, 
0 = %-(A~ n Cl+) = 7(N) n w(cl*) so that Tr(i?q n R,+ == 0. 
By the corresponding result in the connected case (11.0.2 of [5] or 3.2.7 of [2]) 
we have n(X> = 0. Thus A7 C C,+ C C,+ and Ar =I 0. 
2.43. PROPOSITION. A codgebra C offtnite type is 1ocallyJ”inite; i?z particular 
C;;, = A72+1C0 ~s~n~te-~i~e~sio~~for al2 n. 
Proof. By 2.4.1 R = R(C) - IS a connected coalgebra of finite type so thar 
the space P of primitive elements in R is finite-dimensional. If we define 
8: R -+ R @ R by 6(x) =--I Ax - (z @ 1 + 1 @ X) then we know (10.02 of 
[S] or 3.2.5 of [2]) that x E R, implies 
n-1 
Thus the sequence 
is exact. As P = R,+ is finite-dimensional, it follows by induction on 1z that 
R, is finite-dimensional for all n. Next n: C -+ R has finite-dimensional 
kernel C,+ and rr(C,) = R, so that C, is finite-dimensional for all n. Finally 
if D is any ~-dimensional subcoalgebra of C, then f) is contained in C,, by 
2.1.3. Therefore D A D is contained in C&.-r and hence D A D is finite- 
dimensional. Thus C is locally finite. 
2.4.4. COROLLART. 8 coa~eb~a C is of finite type if mad onl$ if C is ~0~~~~ 
jinite and almost connected. 
2.4.5. PROPOSITION. A ctx@ebva C is locally fkite if and only &f C, is 
locally @z&e. 
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Proof. By 2.3.2, it suffices to prove the reverse implication. Note first 
that by 2.3.4, C, -- CO A~ CO = CO A~, C, . Thus if C is an almost connected 
coalgebra such that Cr is locally finite, then C is a coalgebra of finite type. 
Now assume that C, is locally finite and let D be a finite-dimensional sub- 
coalgebra of C. Define 9 = I) (*). Then 9, is contained in C, n D so that 9 
is almost connected. Moreover, @ is contained in C, so that 9r is locally 
finite. By the remarks above, 9 is a coalgebra of finite type and therefore is 
locally finite. Finally 9 is saturated and so D A~ D == D AS D is finite- 
dimensional. 
3, REFLEXIVITY AND STRONG REFLEXIVITY 
3.1. Let A be an algebra. If .I is a subspace of A then 
I-L = {f E A” 1 f(I) = 0). 
Recall (Sect. 6 of [S] or Sect. 1.3 of [2]) that 
As - {Ii: I runs over the cofinite ideals of A> 
inherits a natural coalgebra structure from the transpose of the algebra 
structure map -4 @ A + A. 
Now let C be a coalgebra and let A = C*. If M is a finite dimensional 
A-module and rr: A -+ End M is the corresponding algebra map then 
jM = ker 7r is a cofinite ideal of A. By 1.2 (e), image (n*) = .Z&L, the 
annihilator of I,,* in .A*‘, so that image (zr*) is contained in A”. 
iV is called a ratiosal A-module if image (r*) is contained in C (of course C 
is a subspace of ito). Since we have seen in 1.2 (b) that a co&rite subspace I
of A is closed precisely when I-‘, the annihilator of I in A*, is actually 
contained in C, it follows that Al is a rational A-module precisely when 
I,,, = ker 7r is closed in A. 
We have established in particuIar: 
3.1.1. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebra and A = C*. The following 
condi~ionr me equivalent. 
(a) The natnpal elnbeddillg C + A@ is b~ec~~e. 
(b) Every cojinite ideal of A is closed. 
(c) Every cofinite left ideal of A is closed. 
(d) E vex 1 ni e ‘3 ji t -d imensio;rzab A module is uafiolal. 
A coalgebra C is reflex&e if it satisfies any of the conditions of the above 
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proposition. C is kft strongr’y rt$e.&*e if C* is left almost noetherian; that is, 
every cofinite left ideal of C* is finitely generated. C is stron& rejlefte.lcive f C 
is both left strongly reflesive and right strongly reflexive. 
3.12. ~#nar~. (a) Since a finitely generated left ideal of C” is closed 
by 1.3.1 (b), a left strongly r-ejledve coalgebra is re$eLGe. 
(b) By 1 .I .8, C is left strongly reflexive if every cofinite masimal two-sided 
ideal is finitely generated as a left ideal. 
3.3.3. ~AIVIPLES. (a) Let -4 b e an algebra containing an ideal f of 
codimension 1 such that I’ = 0. Then we claim A0 = A*. 
For, since I is an ideal of codimension 1, =1 = k ~ 1 @ I so that any 
subspace of I is an ideal of 8. Iff E A*, it follows that {a E I / J’(Q) = O> is an 
ideal of A having codimension one or two. ThusJ E Ao. 
(b) Let C be a connected coalgebra such that C = C, . If J is the 
Jacobson radical of -4 = C”, then J = COL by 2.1.4. Since C is connected5 
J has codimension 1. Moreover C1 = (J*)” and since C = Cl i Ja = 0. 
Thus A is an algebra of the type considered above so that As = A+ = C**. 
It follows from 3.1.1 that C is reflexive if and only if the embedding 
C --c Pa is bijective: that is, C is finite-dimensional. >
3.1.4. PROPOSITION. (a) Let f: C-t c’ be a surjective c~ff~e~~~ map 
with jkite-dimensional kernel. Tlam C is reflexive (respectively stFo?zgly reflexive) 
;f and only ;f C’ is rejlesive (respectively, strongly rejkrive). 
(b) A b lg Er f fr su coa e YU 0 a re e.Gve (respectively sfrol~g~ ~e~‘~~.~e~ eo ~ge~~~ is 
itself reflexive (~espective~ stY~ng~y ~e~e~~ive~. 
Pw$. In the strongly reflexive case, (a) and (b) follow at once from 1.1.5 
and 1.1.6. 
Let J: C + c’ be a coatgebra map (not necessarily surjective!) and let 
a-: A’ ---f _-I be the corresponding transpose algebra homomorphism, To 
prove (b) and the reverse implication in (a), it suffices to prove that if C’ is 
reflexive and f has finite-dimensional kernel, then C is reflexive. 
Let 1 be a cofinite ideal of A. To prove that lr is closed, it suffices by 1.2 (g) 
to show that V+(T) is closed. And this is clear since ~~(1) is co&-rite in A and 
C’ is reflexive. 
To prove the forward implication in (a), note that r: A’ -+ A embeds A’ 
as a cofinite subalgebra of ,4. If I’ is a cofinite ideal in A’ then by 1 I 1.3, there 
is a cofinite ideal I in A such that I C b’. I is closed in 2 because C is reflexive, 
Hence by 1.2 (d), I’ is closed in A. Finally I’ is closed in A’ because T: A’ -+ -4 
is continuous. 
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3.2. 
The following somewhat technical lemma will be useful in showing that 
a coaIgebra is of finite type. 
3.2.1. LEMMA. Let c 1 cl . ?%e fo~~o~~i~~ o~i~~o~ are e~~~u~~~: 
(a) C is jnite-dimefzsiorzal, 
(b) C sati.$es the descending chnin condition on subcoalgebras, 
(c) C is almost conaected arld re%exive, 
(4) C is almost connected and locally $nite. 
Proof The proof will simply consist of showing that (b) implies (a) and 
that (c) implies (a). The rest is of course clear. 
(b) 3 (a). Since C, is the direct sum of simple finite-dimensional sub- 
coalgebras, under the hypotheses stated it is clear that C,, is finite-dimensional 
and that C* satisfies the descending chain condition on closed ideals: that is 
every closed ideal of C* contains a dense finitely generated ideaI. If J is the 
Jacobson radical of C*, then the closed ideal J is cofkite and contains a dense 
finitely generated ideal I. By 1.3.6 (P} is cofinite and so a fortiori <I*> is 
cofinite. Since C = C, = (J”)” means that Jz = 0 we conclude that C is 
finite dimensional. 
(c) * (a), Let 7r: C + R be the canonical coalgebra map onto the 
connected coalgebra R = C/C,+. Since R = n(C) = r(C,) = RI, R is a 
coalgebra of the type considered in 3.1.3 (b). Thus R cannot be reflexive 
unless it is finite-dimensional. But since C is reflexive and ker F is finite- 
dimensional, R is reflexive by 3.1.4 (a). Hence R, and therefore C, is finite- 
dimensional. I 
3.2.2. COROLLARY. If C is a re$eGve almost connected coalgebra then C is 
of -finite type. In fact, if C is an almost comlected coalgeha such that Cl is 
re$exive then C is of f;nite type. 
3.2.3. PROPOSITION. Let D be a ~~~te-di~~io~al sf~bcoa~gebru of a 
coalgebra C. IJ D n D is rejfexive, then DcRf is~nite-di~te~~si~a~~o~ all n. 
Proof. Let 9 = Dcm). Since 9? is saturated, Dg) = Dg’ for all n and so 
we may assume g = C. Then by 2.1.4, D contains C, so that C is almost 
connected. Moreover D A D contains C, so that C, is reflexive. Thus C is a 
coalgebra of finite type by 3.2.2. and so is Iocally finite by 2.4.3. Hence Dtn) is 
finite-Dimensions for all n. 
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3.2.4. COROLLARY. A reflexive coa2gebva is locally finite. 
3.2.5. COROLLARY. If D is a subcoalpbra of C s~h that D rt D is fkite- 
dints.onal then IF@ is~~ite-dimensional for all n. 
3.2.6. COROIJARY. Let I be a closed ideal of C* such Shut (12> is cojhite. 
Thea (In> is ~o~llitefor all n. 
3.3. 
3.3.1. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebua and B a dense subai&ebra of C”. 
If B is left almost ~oetheri~, thm C* is left al?~st ~oethe~i~~ and so C is left 
strong131 rej?exive. 
Proof. Let B be a dense left almost noetherian subalgebra of A = C* 
and let L be a co&rite left ideal of A. If R = f, n B, then K is a cohnite left 
ideal of B so that K is finitely generated by hypothesis. Let L’ = AK. Then 
L’ is a finitely generated ideal of A (so that L’ is closed by 1.3.1(b)). As L’ CL 
it suffices then to prove that L’ is cofinite in A. But L’ 3 K SO that (L’) = 
L’ 3 (FQ and (K) is cofinite in A by 1.2 (d) because .K is cofinite in B. 
3.32. COROLLARY. If C and C’ are each strongly refEexive coalgebras then 
C @ c’ is strongly re$eGoe. 
Proof. By hypothesis A = C* and A’ = (C’)* are each almost noetherian 
algebras. By 1.1.7, A @ A’ is then an almost noetherian algebra. Since 
d @ A’ is a dense subalgebra of (C @ C”)*, we are done by the proposition 
3.3.3. THEOREM. If A is a left almost noetherian algebra, then A0 is a left 
strongly rejlexive coalgebra. 
RooJ Let C = A@. Define the algebra map rr: A -+ @* by setting 
(r(a), f > -f(a) for allfE C, a E A. Then B = r(A) is a left ahnost noetherian 
subalgebra of C* by 1.1.5. It follows easily from the definitions that B is dense 
in C*. Thus C is Ieft strongly reflexive by 3.3.1. 
3.3.4. COROLIARY. If A is a finitely genwated algebra, then AU is a strong[y 
re$exive coalgebra. 
3.4. Some Applications 
3.41. Z%e Cofree Coalgebra I( I’). If V is a finite-dimensional vector 
space, then the tensor algebra T(P) is finitely generated, so that JJS~> -= 
T(‘G’*)O is a strongly reflexive coalgebra by 3.3.4. 
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If j: T/” -+ T(V*) is the inclusion map, let r: I( Jr) -+ V denote the 
restriction of the transpose map j*: T(V*)* -+ V. By 6.4.1 of [5], the map 
TX I( JT) --+ F’ is the universal map of a coalgebra into V, in other words if C 
is any coalgebra and my: C --+ 1_( J’) IS a coalgebra map then cy 4 71 o Al is a 
bijective function 
Coalg(C, L(V)) -+ Hom(C, Y)* 
Thus the functor M: (Vector Spaces) + (Coalgebras) is the right adjoint of 
the forgetful functor: (Coalgebras) -+ (Vector Spaces). 
3.42. The SJ%$% CoaEgebra Sh(JT). If Y is a finite-dimensional vector 
space, Sh( Y) may be defined as connected component of the coalgebra i( J-T) 
which contains the group-like element E, where E: T( Jr*) -+ k is the augmen- 
tation map of the graded connected algebra T( Jr*). As a subcoalgebra of I( J’), 
Sh(r) is also strongly reflexive by 3.1.4 (b). Equivalently by 12.0.1 of [5], 
Sh( I’) is the graded-dual T( J.*)g of the tensor-algebra T( Jr*) and is therefore 
a strictly graded coalgebra whose space of primitive elements may be 
identified with J’: 
3.4.3. Connected ~oa~ebpas 
THEOREM. Let C be a connected coaEgebra and let P(C) = C,* = 
{x E C j dx = x @ 1 + 1 @ 3) denote the space of primitive elements of C. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) P(C) is $nite-dimensionffl, 
(b) C is r$ex&e, 
(c) C is strongly re~e~ive. 
Proof, (c) 3 (b) is 3.1.2. 
(b) * (a). A reflexive connected coalgebra is of finite type by 3.2.2. 
Thus C, is finite-dimensional. Since P(C) C C, , we have (a). 
(a) * (c). Let Jr = P(C) denote the finite-dimensional space of primitive 
elements of C. By 12.1.1. of [5], C may be identified with a subcoalgebra of 
Sh(P). Since Sh( J’) is strongly reflexive (3.4.2), we conclude that C is strongly 
reflexive (3.1.4 (b)). I 
3.5 
3.5.1. PROPOSITION. Let C = CO (C is semi-simple) al;ld let I be a two-sided 
ideal of C*. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) I is cfosed in C”. 
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(b) I is the (principalj ideal generated by a central idempotent in C”. 
(c) I isfinitely generated as a left ideal. 
Proofs (a) * (b). Let A = C* and ;2” = B @ AOP. Then by 1.4.2 
of [23, the subcoalgebras of C are precisely the left A” submodules of C. 
The hypothesis that C = CO means simply that C is a semisimple .kle module. 
Thus every ;1” submodule admits an de-submodule supplement; that is, 
for every subcoalgebra D of C, there is a subcoalgebra D’ of C such that 
C = D@ D’. In particular if I = D1 is a closed ideal, of d we have A = 
I @ K where K = D’l. 
(b) - (c) is obvious. 
(c) 2 (a) by 1.3.1 (b). I 
3.5.2. COROLL.WY. Let C = C,, . The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) Every cojinite maximal ideal of C* is closed. 
(b) C is strongly rejexive. 
(cj C is re$exive. 
(cl) Every cojnite ideal in C* is a principal left ideal. 
Proof. (a) implies (b) by 3.1.2 (b) and the above proposition. The rest is 
immediate. 
3.5.3. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebra. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) CO is reftexive. 
(b) Every cojkite maximal left ideal of C* is closed. 
(c) Every cojnite maximal tzlo-sided ideal of C* is closed. 
(d) Evesy jinite-dimensional simple C4’-module is rational. 
Proof. (a) 3 (b). The radical Jof C * is the kernel of the restriction map 
ZT: C* -+ CO* by 2.1.4. Accordingly if L is a cofinite maximal left ideal of C* 
then L contains J so that L = r-l (rr(L)). To prove that L is closed it suffices 
therefore to observe that n(L), as a (maximal) cofinite left ideal of CO* is 
closed by assumptions. 
(b) 3 (c) because a cofinite maximal two-sided ideal is the intersection of 
the maximal left ideals which contain it. 
(c) Z- (a). It suffices by the corollary of the previous proposition to show 
that a cofinite maximal two-sided ideal I of C,* is closed. Since I = ~(x-r(T)) 
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we need only observe that +(I) is a cofinite maximal two-sided ideal of C* 
and then invoke 1.2 (e). 
(b) 3 (d) because if M is a simple finite-dimensional C*-module, then In* , 
the annihilator of M, is the intersection of the annihilators of a (finite) set of 
generators of M, each of which is a cofinite maximal left ideal of C*. 
(d) + (b) because ifL is a cofinite maximal left ideal of C*, then n/I = C*/L 
is a simple finite-dimensional C*-module and L contains I,M which is closed 
and cofinite by assumption. I 
3.5.4. COROLLARY. If C is an almost connected coalgebla, then C has 
propnties (b), (c), (d) of the proposition. 
3.6. Pointed Algebras and Coakebras 
Let L be a cofinite left ideal of an algebra A and let L denote the largest 
two-sided ideal contained in L. Clearly x = {a E A 1 aA CL} so that f; is the 
annihilator of the finite-dimensional A-module AIL. Thus z is cofinite. Note 
that i: = L when codim L = 1 because in that case L must itself be a two- 
sided ideal. 
3.6.1. LEMMA. (a) If L is a coJinite maxinzal ideal then 1 is cojkite 
maximal two-sided ideal. 
(b) If ,4 = C* for some coalgebra C and L is a closed cojnite left ideal of A 
then e is also closed. 
Proof. (a) It suffices to show that the annihilator I of any finite-dimensional 
irreducible A-module M is a maximal two-sided ideal. Since IlJ is finite- 
dimensional over the division ring II = End,M, it follows from the 
Wedderburn-Artin theorem that A/I is isomorphic to the simple ring 
(EndJV)OP. Thus I is maximal. 
(b) Ll is a finite-dimensional subspace of C so that L” is contained in a 
finite-dimensional subcoalgebra D by the “fundamental theorem” for 
coalgebras (2.2.1 page 46 of [5]). As L is closed we have L 3 Dl. Since DI 
is a closed cohnite two-sided ideal and 2 1 Dl, we conclude by 1.2 (d) that 
i is closed. I 
A character on an algebra A is an algebra homomorphism x: 4 -+ K. Let 
X(A) = (x E A* 1 x is a character on ,4}. 
Since the map x F-F ker x is a bijective map from X(A) onto the space of 
(maximal) ideals of A having codimension 1, )((A) can be identified with 
the latter space. 
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We will say that A is a poirzted algebra if every cofinite maximal two-sided 
ideal of A has codimension 1. 
(Note: in the commutative case, pointed algebras were called “snlit” in 
Section 3.4 of [2] because in that case the condition for being split is auto- 
matically satisfied when K is an algebraically closed field.) 
3.6.2. PROPOSITION. Let d be an algebra. The Sfollowing conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) 9 is a pointed algebra. 
(b) Every cojinite maximal left ideal of A has codimension 1. 
(c> Every jwite-diwaemional irreducible d-module is one-&rnensional. 
Prooj (a) 3 (b). If A is a pointed algebra and L is a co&rite maximal 
left ideal then L is a cofinite maximal two-sided ideal by 3.6.1 (a) so that 
codim L = 1. Since L 3 x we then have codim L = 1. 
(b) =- (a). Let I be a cofinite maximal two-sided ideal and let L be a 
cofinite maximal left ideal containing I. By assumption codimL = 1 so 
that L is a two-sided ideal. As L 3 1 and I is a maximal two-sided ideal, we 
conclude that L = I so that codim I = 1. 
(b) o (c) is clear. 
FGe will need the following example. 
3.6.3. LEn.raLz. The algebra kx of all k-valued functions on a set X is a 
pointed algebra. 
Proof. Let I be a cofinite maximal ideal of kX. If J E kX, let p be the manic 
irreducible polynomial such that g = p( f ) E 1. Since g is not invertible, 
there is x0 E X such that g(s,,) = 0. Then X =f($ is a root in k of the 
polynomial p. Thus p is a polynomial of degree one andp( f > =f - A .I E I. 
The “group-like” elements of a coalgebra C are defined by 
A one-dimensional subcoalgebra of C contains a unique group-like element 
(8.0.1 of [5] or 3.1.1 of [2]) so that G(C) may be identified with the family of 
one-dimensional subcoalgebras of C. It is clear that G(C) is naturally 
embedded in X(C*). Moreover: 
3.6.4. G(C) = X(C*) if C, is reflexive (by X5.3). ‘Now let 4 be an 
algebra. Since one-dimensional subcoalgebras of A0 are closed subspaces 
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of 4” (1.2 (a)) and therefore correspond to ideals of d having codimension 1, 
we have 
3.6.5. X(a) = G(-4”). Recall the following definition from Chapter 8 
of [S] or Section 3.1 of [2]. 
A coalgebra C is pot&d if every simple subcoalgebra of C is one dimen- 
sional. 
3.6.6. PROPOSITION. (a) An algebra .A is pointed if aad only $ A0 is a 
pokted coalgebra. 
(b) A coalgebva C is basted if md o+ if C* is a pointed a~eb~a. 
Proof. (a). In view of 1.2 (a), the map 1 F+ IL gives a bijective corre- 
spondence between cofinite ideals of -4 and (all) finite d~ension~ sub- 
coalgebras of 9O where dim I”- = codim I. (a) follows immediately. 
(b) If C is not pointed and D is a simple subcoalgebra of C where dim D = 
d # I then D’ is a cofinite maximal ideal of C* having codimension d # 1. 
Thus C* is not a pointed algebra. 
It remains to show that if C is a pointed coalgebra, then C* is a pointed 
algebra. It is clear from the definition that if S is any algebra having Jacobson 
radical J, then A is a pointed algebra if and only if ./i/J is pointed. Thus if J 
is the Jacobson radical of C*, it s&ices to show that C*/J is pointed. By 
2.1.4 (a}, C*/J s CO*. S ince C is a pointed coatgebra, CO is spanned by 
X = G(C) and so C’s* may be identified with the algebra kX of all k-valued 
functions on X. The proof is compieted by invoking 3.6.3. I 
3.6.7. COROLLARY. If C is a pointed coakebra, then every jkite-dimensional 
irreducible C*-module is one-dimensional. 
3.6.8. COROLLARY. Let C be a poitzted coalgebra. If the natural embedding 
G(C) -+ X(C*) is bijective, then Co is repexive. 
Proof. Since C* is a pointed algebra, the corollary follows at once from 
3.5.3. I 
An ultrafilter g on a set X is called an Ulam ultrafilter if F is closed under 
countable intersections. We will call X a reasofzabb set (“nonmeasurable” (1) 
in [l]) if every Ulam ultrafilter on X is principal (all subsets of X containing 
some fixed x0 E X). The class @ of reasonable sets is very extensive according 
to Theorem 12.5, page 164, of [1] which asserts 
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3.7.1. THEOREM. 
(a) N E W (N denotes the natuml numbers). 
(b) If X E 2 then 2x E .%. 
(c) If X E W and card Y < card X tlzelz YE 9’. 
(d) If I E 9 and Xi E .% for each i E I then UiEI Xi and niEI Xi ES?. 
Moreover bp a theorem of D. Scott [4], the “axiom of constructibility” implies 
that every set is reasonable. In any case the smallest unreasonable cardinal, 
if such a thing exists, is strongly inaccessible. 
The following result is a theorem of Bialynicki-Birula, Zelazko and Warner 
(Theorem B, page 73 of [7]): 
3.7.2. THEOREM. If X is a reasonable set and &’ = naex d, zchere each 
A,: is an algebra over an injinite$eld k then the natural embedding 
is bijective. IH particular if d = kx ,ahere X is a reasonable set and k is an 
infinite field, fhefz X = )((kX). [Tl ze sallze results hold if card X < card k even 
if X is not a reasonable set !] 
In particular if C = klK! is the pointed semi-simple coalgebra associated 
with the set X: then G(C) = X and C* = kX so by 3.6.8 we then have the 
following. 
3.7.3. THEOREM. If X is a reasonable set and k is an injinitejield, theta ki”) 
is a reflexive coalgebra. 
3.7.4. COROLLARY. If C is a pointed coalgebra ouer an infinite field axd 
G(C) is a reasonable set, then CO is rejle&e. 
More generally, let us say that C is a reasonable coalgebra if the set 9(C) 
of simple subcoalgebras of C is a reasonable set. It then follows from 
Corollary 3.14 of [3] and the above discussion that: 
3.73. THEOREM. If C is a reasonable coalgebra oser an injhite jeld, then 
Co is reflexive. 
3.7.6. Remark. Let X be any set and k any field. If I E X, then 1, = 
{Jo kx 1 f ( ~7) = 0 all JJ -f x> is a minimal ideal of kx and every minimal 
ideal of kX is of this form. Thus quite generally the algebra kX determines 
the set X (and therefore the coalgebra k(X)) but the X-functor may not be 
the appropriate vehicle to establish the correspondence. 
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4. FINITENESS CONDITIONS AND REFLEXIVITY 
4.1 .I. T~*E~REM. d coalgebra of Jinite type is strongly rejexiue. 
Proof, Let C be a coalgebra of finite type. Then R(C) = C/C,+ is a 
connected coalgebra of finite type by 2.4.1 and therefore R(C) is strongly 
reflexive by 3.4.3. Since the surjective coalgebra map 1~: C - R(C) has 
finite-dimensional kernel, we conclude by 3.1.4 (a) that C itseIf is strongly 
reflexive. I 
4.1.2. COROLLARY. If C is a coalgebra of Jinite type and J is the Jacobson 
~~~~a~ of C*, then J” is closedfor all R; thus C,l = J”“. 
Proof. Since C* is an almost noetherian algebra, the cofinite ideal J is 
a finitely generated left ideal. It follows by 1.1.2 that Jn is a finitely generated 
left ideal for all w and so Jn is closed by 1.3.1 (b). I 
4.1.3. COROLLARY. If C is a coalgebra such that C*/ J” satis$es the ascending 
chails c~~t~o~ ofa too-si~d ideals, then C*f J2 is finite d~~~sio~a~ and C* is 
almost noetherian (so that all cojkite ideals of C* aye finitely generated as left 
ideals). 
Proof. Since C,* g C*/(J2> is a quotient of C*/J2, we know by 3.2.1 
that C, is finite dimensional, Thus C* is almost noetherian by 4.1.1. 1 
4.1.4. Rewash. By 4.1. I and 3.2.4 one has 
jinite type 3 strongly reflexive and 
ref(exiee 3 locally jkite 
In the almost connected case it is clear that locally &ife G f&e type so in 
this case all four conditions coincide. 
4.2. Let W: C* --f CO* be the transpose of the inclusion map Ca + C. 
4.2.1. LEMMA. Let I be an ideal of C* and let D = I’- be the correspondzkg 
~bcoaZgeb~a of C. T&m 
~(1)~ = D,, . 
Proof. Let _T be the Jacobson radical of C”. Then 
44 = ++ J) 
and 
D, = D n CO = (I+ J)’ by 2.3.7, 
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so the lemma amounts to the assertion 
77(I)’ = IL whenever I II j. 
But also r((Z;) == (n(Zj) by 1.2 (f) so we may assume Z is closed. Thus 
finally we are reduced to showing 
z(ZP)I = D whenever D is a subcoalgebra of C, . 
As Dl consists of those functionals on C whose restriction to D is zero, and rr 
simply restricts functionals to C, , the assertion is then clear. 
4.2.2. THEOREiu. Let D be a jkite-dimensional subcoalgebra of C. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 D ~1 is jinite-dimensional for all n, 
(b) D A D is finite-dimensional, 
(c) DI- canta& a dense ideal which is jkitely generated as a two-sided 
ideal, 
(d) D” is a finitely generated left .zY-module in the sense of 1.3.4. 
Proof. (a) * (b) is clear. 
(b) ti (c). Let Z = DL where D A D is finite dimensional and let 
rr: C* -+ CO* be the restriction homomorphism. x(Z) is a closed coiinlte 
ideal of CO* so it is principal by 3.5.1. Thus there is an i, E Z such that 
n(I) = T(P) where P = Ai& an d A = C”. 
Then by the last lemma we have 
D, = ~(1)~ = z-(P)” = E, where E = P’. 
In particular E,, C D. From the definition it follows then that 
so that E is a coalgebra of finite type. Thus E is strongly reflexive by 4. I. 1. 
Now let 1’: C* + E* be the restriction map. Since E* is almost noetherian, 
the co&rite ideal r(Z) is generated as a left ideal by Y(&.., I-(&J where each 
i, E I. Finally as the kernel of Y is the ideal <PI> = (/&,A>, it is clear that the 
two-sided ideal K generated by ir ,..., i,, , i,, is dense in I. 
(c) z- (a). Let I = DL = (K) where K is a finitely generated ideal. Then 
(I”) contains (Kn) and <K”j is cofinite for all n by 1.3.6. Thus Den) = (In+l)‘- 
is finite-dimensional for all n. 
(c) is equivalent to (d) by 1.3.5. 
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4.2.3. COROLLART. i4 coalgebPa C is local4 jnite ly and only if everJ# closed 
coj%ite ideal of C* contains a finitely generated dense ideal. In particular $ 
C (or C,) is reflexive, then every closed cojinite ideal of C* contaim a finite& 
generated dense ideal. 
4.2.4. Remark. Notice that every closed ideal of C* contains a finitely 
generated dense ideal if and only if C* satisfies the ascending chain condition 
on closed ideals; that is, C satisfies the descending chain condition on sub- 
coalgebras. 
42.5. COROLLARY. Let J be the Jacobson radical of C*. If J is co$nite and 
contains a finitely generated dense ideal, then C is a coalgebra of j%ite type. 
Summarizing some of the preceding results we have: 
4.2.6. THEOREM. Let C be an almost connected coalgebsa and let J be the 









C is of jinite type, 
C is strongly reflexive, 
C is left strongly refexi.ve, 
C is reflexive, 
Cl is reflexive, 
J contains a dense ideal which isjinitely generated as a tzuo-sided ideal, 
C, is finite-dimensional for all n, 
C is locally finite. 
Proof. The implications we have established are: 
4.3. 
We have seen in 4.1 that a coalgebra C is of finite type if and only if C* 
is an almost noetherian algebra having a cofinite Jacobson radical. 
Now let A be any left almost noetherian algebra having a cofinite Jacobson 
radical J. Since J is finitely generated, J” is cofinite for all n by 1.1.2 (b). 
Moreover if I is any cofinite two-sided ideal of A, then J1E(A/I) = 0 for some 
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1z by the Nakayama lemma so that 1 r) J”. Thus the cofinite ideal topology on 
A (in which the cofinite ideals form a fundamental system of neighborhoods 
of 0) coincides with the J-adic topology on d (in which the ideals of the form 
JT” form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0). 
Let C = A0 andF,(C) = (J”-‘)l C C. ThenF,,(Cj CF,(C) C F,(C) C .‘. 
and from the discussion above 
c = U&(C). 
n 
Finally since F,(C) is finite-dimensional, the sequence 
o+p+1 + a + P,(C)” -+ 0 
is exact. Thus 
C” = l&F,(C)” = lim a/J”+1 = A 
where A is the completion of A in the J-adic topology. It follows easily that 
the natural algebra map A -+ (/IO)* may be identified with the natural 
algebra map A + a. 
Next we claim that Co = F,(C) so that C is almost connected. For if D 
is a simple subcoalgebra of C, then D is finite-dimensional and so is closed 
in -2” by 1.2 (a). Thus D = 1L where I is a maximal ideal of 3. Hence, if 
J = I1 n ..L n I, where 2; ,..., I, are the maximal ideals of A, then 
F,(C) = J” = D, + ... + D, = Co where D, = Ikl. 
Let r: A + A = C* be the natural algebra map and let B -= z(A). 
Then 3 is left almost noetherian by 1.1.5. Moreover, since B is a dense 
subalgebra of C*, C is left strongly reflexive by 3.3.1. 
Thus C is almost connected and left strongly reflexive. We conclude by 
3.2.2 that C is a coalgebra of finite type. Summing up we have the follovving. 
4.3.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a left almost meti~erim algebra with cofizite 
Jacobsm radical. Then C =: A0 is a coalgebra of jinite type, and the algebra map 
A -+ C* may be identijed with the map A - d (completion in the j-a&c 
topology). IB particular C* = a is again an almost noetherian algebra z&h 
cojiraite Jacobson 1-a&Cal. 
4.3.2. Remarks. (a) If 0 J’” = 0, then the map A - ff is injective; 
equivalently A is a proper algebra in the sense of Section 6 of [5] or Section 1.3 
of [2]. For example, if A is a commutative noetherian algebra having a cofinite 
Jacobson radical, then n J” = 0 (by Krulls theorem) so that d is a proper 
algebra. 
(b) Let 9 be an algebra with cofinite Jacobson radical J. Note that A is 
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left almost noetherian if and only if J is a finitely generated left ideal. For if J 
is finitely generated, then Jn is a cofinite finitely generated left ideal by 1.1.2. 
Thus if L is any cofinite left ideal of A, then L 3 J” for some n by the 
Nakayama lemma and so L is finitely generated. 
5. THE COMMUTATIVE CASE 
5.1 
Throughout this section we let C be a commutative coalgebra. 
5.1.1. THEOREM. Let C be a commutative coalgebra. The following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(a) C is strongly reflexive, 
(b) C is rejexive, 
(c) C, is rejlexive, 
(d) C,, is rejexive and C is locally j?zite, 
(e) CO is refixive and every irreducible subcoalgebra of C is of finite type. 
Proof. We have seen that (a) =- (b) * (c) + (d) 3 (e). It remains to 
prove that (e) * (a). 
By 3.1.2 (b) it suffices to show that every cofinite maximal ideal I of C* 
is finitely generated. Since CO is reflexive, I is closed by 3.5.3. Thus I = D’ 
where D is a finite-dimensional simple subcoalgebra. Let E = D A D. E is 
irreducible by remark 3 of 2.2 and therefore is of finite type by assumption. 
Clearly E, = D and by 2.3.4 E1 = E. Hence, E = D A D is finite dimensional. 
By 4.2.2 I I= DI contains a dense finitely generated ideal K. K is finitely 
generated as a left ideal because C* is commutative, and therefore K is 
closed by 1.3.1 (b). Thus I = K is finitely generated. I 
5.1.2. COROLLARY. If k is an algebraically closed field and G(C) is a 
reasonable set the71 C is reflexive if and only if for each g E G(C), the space 
P, = {x E C 1 Ax = x @ g + g @ x> isfinite-dimensional. 
5.1.3. COROLLARY. If H is a cocommutative Hopf algebra over an algebrai- 
cally closed field and G(H) is a reasonable set, then H is a reflexive coalgebra zy 
and only if the space P = (x E H 1 Ax = x @ 1 + 1 @ x> is finite-dimensional. 
Proof. If g E G(H), the map x M gx is a linear isomorphism from P 
onto P,. I 
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5.1.4. Remark. Note in the theorem that the implications (a) 3 (b) 3 
(c) 5 jd) * (e) hold even without the assumption that C is commutative. 
The only role played by commutativity is in forcing a principal two-sided 
ideal of C” to be (finitely generated as a left ideal and therefore) closed. 
5.1.5. Remark. Statement (e) of the theorem is equivalent to any of the 
six statements: 
C, is reflexive and almost connected (or irreducible) subcoalgebras of zZ 
are locally finite (or reflexive or of finite type). 
5.2. 
5.2.1. THEOREM. Let C be n co;ntmtati~e coalgebra. The follozcing conditiom 
are epivalent : 
(a) C is of jnite type, 
(b) C* is noetherian, 
(c) C satisfies the descending chain condition ma mbcoalgebras, 
(d) C, satis$es the descending chair& comfitiorz oz subcoalgebras. 
Aoqj. (a) 5 (b). Since C is of finite type: R = C/C,,+ is a connected 
commutative coaIgebra of finite type of 2.4.1. Therefore, the space d - = R,T- 
of primitive elements of R is finite dimensional. By 122.5, page 263 of [S], 
R is a subcoalgebra of B( I’), the Birkhoff-Witt coalgebra of divided powers 
associated with Es-. Thus RR” is a quotient algebra of B(V)*. Xow it is well 
known (see, for example, page 278 of [S]) that B(P)+ z A[[Xr t..., X,]] 
where z = dim I/-. In particular, B(V)* is noetherian and therefore RRx is 
noetherien. 
Finally since the natural coalgebra map C --* R == C/C,- has finite- 
dimensional kernel, R* may be identified with a cofinite subalgebrz of C*. 
It then follows easily from the definitions that C” is also noetherian. 
(b) =1 (c) is clear. 
(c) * (d) is clear. 
(d) a (a) by 3.2.1. 
5.22. PROPOSITION. Let C be a commutative coalgebra and let j be the 
Jacobsox radical of C*. 
(a) C* is noetherinn if and only if C” is almost noetherian nxd J is cofinite. 
(b) If P/J” is almost aoetherian, then C* is almost noetherian. 
(c) If C*/J’ is noetherian, then C* is noetherian, 
481/28/2-3 
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Proof. (a) If J is cofinite and C* is almost noetherian, then C is of finite 
type by 3.2.2 so that C* is noetherian. The converse is clear. 
Note that C,* s C*/<Je> is a quotient of C*/J”. In case (b), it follows that 
C, is strongly reflexive so that C is strongly reflexive by 51.1. In case (c), 
C, is finite-dimensional and so C* is noetherian by 52.1. I 
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